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Nombre: ___________________________________________________________ 
 

1. Read and answer 
 
 
The Kraken is an enormous sea monster. It is five kilometres long. It has an enormous head, huge 

eyes and lots of long tentacles. It is quiet and peaceful and lives at the bottom of the sea. 

Sometimes the Kraken swims to the top of the sea. Trees, plants and flowers grow on the Kraken. 

Animals and birds live there too.  

One morning some sailors in a boat saw the monster and they thought it was an island. They went 

towards the island and had a big party on the Kraken. They sang songs and danced. They were 

very happy. At night the sailors made a fire. The fire hurt the monster. The Kraken moved and 

there were big waves in the sea. It was very angry. It made a loud noise and threw the sailors into 

the sea. Then it swam to the bottom of the sea and disappeared forever.  

 

 

 

 

1. What is the Kraken like? 

 

 

2. What did the sailors do when they saw the Kraken? 

 

 

3. Why was the Kraken angry? 

 

 

4. The Kraken ate the sailors.                           YES  NO                                              

5. The sailors went to the bottom of the sea with the Kraken.               YES  NO               

 

 

2. When they saw the Kraken, Peter, one of the sailors was writing this letter to his family. 
Complete it with words from the box. Be careful! There’s an extra word   
 

THEM          MORE          THAN          BEST          BETTER          FEW          ANY          

BUT          BECAUSE          MOST          MUSTN’T 

 

Dear Mom, 

We are sailing near Australia. This boat is really great! It’s much bigger _______________ the last 

boat I worked in. There are 10 small cabins, a kitchen and a dining room. Sometimes we eat in the 

dining room, _______________ when the weather is sunny and warm we eat outside. My cabin is 

_______________ comfortable than the one I had in my other boat. There are a 

_______________ shelves over my bed and I put all my clothes on _______________. There’s a 

window over my bed. From there, I can see the sea and the dolphins 

jumping. They are the _______________ beautiful animals in the world! 

There aren’t _______________ sharks in these waters so sometimes we can 

swim in the sea. We _______________ go very near the dolphins 

_______________ they like to play with people and they can hurt you.   

This is the _______________ experience in my life. I’m really very happy!!!! 
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3. Go on reading and complete with words from the box. Be careful! There’s an extra word  
 

STORY          FILM          GAME          ANGRY          DIFFICULT          AFRAID           MUSIC          
INTERESTING          HUNGRY          EARLY          TIME 

Yesterday evening we had a very good _______________. Some of us played a _______________ 

of cards, others listened to some _______________ and others watched a _______________. Yes! 

We’ve got a video player on the boat! It was a very _______________ action film and it finished 

quite late. Then, we were _______________ so we made some sandwiches and started talking. 

One of the men told us a _______________ about a sea monster. We were all really 

_______________, but we didn’t say anything.  

Then the captain appeared. He was very _______________. “What are you doing?” he said. “You 

must get up very _______________ tomorrow morning! Go to bed at once!”  

 

4. Peter is telling a friend about the monster. Choose the correct form of the verb.  

It was early morning and John and I WERE / WAS in the kitchen. It was 6 o’clock and we WAS  

MAKING / WERE MAKING breakfast. We heard a loud sound, so we WENT / GO outside. We 

COULDN’T SEE / CAN’T SEE anything dangerous. Then someone shouted: “I COULD SEE / CAN SEE 

an island! It IS / WAS really big!” We ARE CALLING / CALLED the captain and sailed towards the 

island. On the island we look for food. There were some trees and we ATE / ARE EATING the fruit 

from them. We HAD / HAVE a party and then we went to sleep. Suddenly there WERE / WAS a 

loud noise. We were afraid! 

 

5. Peter survived. A man from a newspaper is interviewing him. Complete the conversation 

with these sentences.  

 

How long was it? 

 

Were you scared? Can you describe it? 

 

What happened then? 

 

Where were you? 

 

How many sailors were there on the boat? 

 

Interviewer: Hello, Peter! We are happy to see you could escape from the monster.  

_____________________________________________________________________________? 

Peter: Sure! It was enormous! It had a huge head, huge eyes and lots of long tentacles.  

Interviewer: That’s scary! _________________________________________________________? 

Peter: It was about five kilometres long. It was quiet and peaceful at first, but then it got furious! 

Interviewer: _____________________________________________________________________? 

Peter: It started to move violently and we got scared. Some of us jumped into the sea. We went to 

our boat and sailed back. 

Interviewer: _____________________________________________________________________? 

Peter: There were 6. The other sailors were in the water, swimming and shouting. 

Interviewer: _____________________________________________________________________? 

Peter: Of course I was scared! I am still scared and I can’t sleep at night! 

 

6. Composition 
 

Write about a special adventure. Use the following questions as a guide: 

 Who were you with?  How did you feel? 

 Where were you?  How did your friends feel? 

 When did it happen?  Would you like this to happen again? 

 What happened?  Why was it an adventure? 
 

   

   


